This Day in ASC History
September 19, 1969 – ASC
Readies FM Station - KASF

FM PREPARATIONS — Tracey Stewart, chief engineer for KASF, new FM station, adjusts the new transmitter for the facility. KASF will start broadcasting Monday.

STUDENT OPERATION

ASC Readies FM Station

ALAMOSA—Adams State College's new FM radio facility, located on Richardson Avenue, will open its doors Monday to accommodate the polarization point of the Southern College of Colorado. The station, to be called KASF, replacing the former KAGS call letters of the direct line station that operated before. However both the FM and the direct line communications to dormitory halls will be continued.

Station manager Tracey Stewart, who had much radio experience in the U.S. Air Force when he was chief of production and news chief for Armed Forces Radio of France, indicated that the new station will have a signal that will reach the outer edges of Alamosa and later expand over the San Luis Valley.

The station is student owned and student run and freshmen are already being selected to build an announcing and administrative corps for the future.